Abstract-Real-time simulation of grassland, especially the dynamic grassland under the effect of external forces such as wind is an important research topic in photorealistic simulation of natural scenes. It is also a challenging problem due to the huge number of grass blades. In this paper we put forward a method to represent the large area of dynamic grass realistically in real-time. In the method, we implement the real-time grass representation by using shell strategy, and based on the strategy, we further realize the simulation of dynamic grassland in wind. In order to solve the over transparent problem in the silhouette area of layered textures representation, we use vertical slices strategy, with which the rendering effects are improved. The grass shift in wind is simulated by moving the multilayer vertices. The vertices movement is computed by vertex shader program in GPU to achieve high simulating speed. To improve the rendering effects, we utilize the fragment shader of GPU to compute the grass lighting model. The quadrilateral continuity issues is also considered in the generation of layered grass textures. Experimental results show that our method can simulate dynamic grassland realistically in real-time, making our method is valuable for the application in virtual reality and games.
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I. INTRODUCTION
G RASS is an important element of the natural scene. In the natural scene simulation, the representation of grass is often an unavoidable issue. Due to the huge number of grass blades and high geometric complexity, it is also a challenging problem to simulate a large amount of grass data in real time, especially when the grass is dynamic under the effect of external forces such as wind. There have been a lot of research work about grass simulation. For static grassland rendering, the methods can be divided into polygon-based rendering, point-based rendering, image-based rendering (Billboards method) and volume texture-based rendering according to the basic representing element [1] . Polygon-based method use polygons to represent each grass blade, which cause very high geometrical complexity when the grass number is very large. The point-based rendering is suitable for representing grassland that is far away from the camera, and can achieve the higher performance than polygonbased method in that situation. While, when camera is This work was supported by the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities (GrantNo.YX2013-28) and the National Natural Science Foundation of China (GrantNo.61100132).
Corresponding author: Gang Yang close, more and more points are needed to draw to ensure the effects, making its rendering efficiency may be lower than polygon-based method. Some researchers take the "cluster" to represent grass. They use one or several geometric slices mapped with grass texture to represent a cluster of grass. This one is usually known as Billboards method. The Billboards method effectively simplifies the geometric complexity of grassland and improves the rendering efficiency. But the grass blades in one cluster are placed in one plane and move in the same rules, making the representing effects some rigid and artificial when representing close grass, especially close dynamic grass. Different to the above methods that use geometric elements, Kajiya [2] proposed a method in 1989 to represent complex objects such as hair by using volumetric texture. Based on the method, Neyret [3] use volumetric texture to express forest, grassland and other complicated natural objects. They achieved photorealistic results, however, the rendering speed is very slow, as they used the ray-casting method to render scene. In order to improve performance, Meyer [4] proposed a method that uses multi-layer 2D texture slices to represent the volumetric texture and achieved interactive rendering efficiency. Furthermore, Lengver [5] and Yang [6] render hair in real-time based on the layered texture method and achieved real-time performance. Avoiding the construction and representation of the grass geometric details, the layered texture method has obvious superiority in efficiency when representing large-scale grassland. Further, Li [7] proposed a combination approach of geometry-based and volume slice-base methods, which is not suitable for overlooking grass. In this paper, we use the shell method for representing grass, and achieved real-time performance and realistic rendering results. The antialiasing process is used on volumetric texture data to achieve better simulation results. In addition, the fragment shader of GPU is used to compute illumination for better rendering results too [8] .
Based on the static grass simulation methods, some researchers began to consider the simulation of dynamic effects of grass under the wind force or other external force. So far, the dynamic grass simulation methods can be divided into two kinds: physical-based methods and process-based method. The physical methods based on the physical mechanism of grass deformation. They construct the kinetics equation and try to simulate the leaf deformation under external force. Wang [9] used dynamic law and Hooke's law to accurately calculate the stress condition on the skeleton nodes of grass and realize the dynamic simulation of grassland. Li [10] simplifies the grass into a number of rigid lines. These adjacent rigid segments connected by ball-point connection and are used to simulate the dynamic effect of grass. Wang [11] studied the dynamic simulation of branch structure and non-branch structure grass respectively. For the branch structure grass, they used the tree deformation strategy proposed by Liu [12] and used grain analysis and vibration equation to calculate the deformation of roots and tips of grass. For the non-branch structure grass, they completed the deformation directly through moving leaves geometry vertices. Physical based methods are relatively accurate, however, the cost of physical calculation is large, and they are difficult to be used for real-time simulation. Processbased methods avoid the complex physics calculations by using a simple empirical formula and quickly simulate grass deformation. Perbet [13] calculated several different grass swing postures in the wind in preprocessing, then simulate the dynamic grass by using these pre-computed grass swing posture directly. This method can achieve a very high efficiency. But the method needs to define and regulate the postures for different wind. It is difficult to simulate the combined effects of several winds. Pelzer [14] put forward a grass deformation method based on Billboards. While in this method, the adjacent grass has the same action which makes the animation effect not real enough. Bakay [15] assumes that the wind direction and grass vertex normal are vertical, and shifts the grass to simulate the dynamic effects of grass. All above methods are mainly based on geometric representation method to simulate dynamic grassland scene. This paper proposes a dynamic simulation method based on shell representation strategy of grass, and achieved real-time performance by taking full advantages of GPU programmable function. This paper will be organized as following: in section 2, we will discuss the static grassland simulation techniques based on layered texture, including the generation of grass textures, usage of vertical slices for results optimization and GPU based grass rendering. Furthermore, in section 3, we will introduce the simulation of dynamic grass, including the computation of the grass bending, nonuniform layered strategy for results optimization and using GPU for acceleration. Finally, in section 4 and 5, we will give the experimental results and conclusion.
II. THE GENERATION OF GRASSLAND
Lengver [5] and Yang [6] use the layered texture method to render realistic hair in real time. This paper will use this method to simulate grassland in real-time.
In our method, we don't use the geometric polygons to represent grass blades one by one. On the contrary, we use the multi-layer textures to represent the grassland as a whole. The main steps are shown in Fig.1 . First, it generates the three-dimensional volumetric texture data of grass, and the volumetric texture is then sampled into multi-layer two-dimensional textures. Second, the ground surface on which the grass attached is shifted along ground normal direction to generate multi-layer concentric network surfaces. Finally, each layer of surface is mapped with corresponding two-dimensional texture, and we blending render these concentric surfaces from the inside to the outside to get the grass effects [6] . But, with the shell method, when sight direction approachs to the parallel direction of ground, the interspace among layers will be exposed and the grass will looks over-transparent. In order to overcome this problem, this paper adds a kind of vertical texture slices to mask the interspace.
This method is not affected by geometric details of grassland. It can achieve real-time rendering efficiency as well as satisfactory rendering effect. This section describes how to generate the grassland based on shell method, including the generation of grass volumetric texture, texture anti-aliasing and texture quadrilateral continuity processing. We will also discuss the usage of vertical texture slices and GPU based grass rendering. We place many grass blades in a 3D volume space to generate the volumetric texture data. For each grass blade, instead of simulating its geometric appearance directly, we use a series of discrete parallelogram to represent the grass. As shown in Fig.2 , the line PsPe represents axis direction of grass blade. Along the axis, several quadrilaterals are generated. The alpha value in the quadrilateral region is set to 1 to represent the grass region. The areas of quadrilaterals are decreased from the grass root to tip to simulate the grass tapering appearance. The volume texture data generated by this method are mainly for overlooking rendering of grass. In fact, in grass simulation, the most common sight direction comes from the top. Parallelogram pieces in Fig.2 are facing upward and are suitable for the overlooking angle. 2) Generation and Mapping of layered texture: After generating the 3D volume texture data, we can sample the volume date horizontally to get multi-layer 2D textures, as showing in Fig.1 .
When simulating the large area of grassland, the layered texture will be mapped repeatedly on the surface of the ground mesh. This may cause obvious seams among the adjacent texture patches, as showing in Fig.4 -a. In order to eliminate the seams, we process the layered textures and transform them to the textures with quadrilateral continuity. In Fig.3 , the left is a layered texture called T-old with the size of v1 * v1. We cut a patch of texture from Told with the size of v2*v2 (v2<v1), and make it as the base data of quadrilateral continuity texture T-new. The boundary part of T-old (it is the blue region B in Fig.3 -a is moved to the boundary of T-New, as shown in Fig.3-b . The data in B region is superimposed on the b region of the T-New texture. In the superimposed region, the texture value of each location is set as the bigger one of the values in B and b region in this location. In this way, the internal data of T-new texture in the right boundary is the external data of left boundary, making the T-new texture is continued in the right boundary. The continuity of other three boundaries can be gotten with the same method, hence generating the texture with quadrilateral continuity. The grass drawing with quadrilateral continuity texture is shown in Fig.4-b: 3) Generating grassland: After generating layered textures, we can simulate the grassland by rendering the multi-layer textures. The major steps are as follows. First, importing the terrain model; secondly, the geometric surface is shifted along the normal direction to generate multi-layers geometry; thirdly, rendering the multi-layers geometry which is mapped with the corresponding layered texture from bottom to top to generate the grassland. This process is shown in Fig.5 . 
B. Effect Improvement by using vertical slices
Grass rendering with above multi-layer textures method is good for overlooking sight, however, when the sight line approaches the parallel direction of terrain surface, the visual effect is poor, as the sight line will go through the interspace between texture slices. To solve the problem, we add vertical texture slice to the silhouette area of terrain model. When rendering grassland, the area where the angle between sight line and the terrain model normal in [90-θ, 90] is defined as silhouette area. In this paper, θ is set as 20. In the silhouette area, vertical slices are placed on terrain surface (as showing in Fig.6 ). Vertical slices are mapped with the corresponding slice textures. When the sight line approaches the paralled direction, we will see the vertical slices and hence the interspace between horizontal slices is covered. The process is shown in Fig.7 . In rendering process, the vertical texture slices and the multi-layer slices will be blended, and the blending alpha of vertical slices should be changed smoothly for eliminating the visual jump phenomenon. The blending alpha is change according to the Eq. (1).
alpha = 1 cosβ:
( 1) β is the angle between sight line and the normal direction of terrain. When the sight line approached the parallel direction, the alpha will be increased gradually, avoiding causing the visual jump in silhouette region. Render result with vertical slices is shown in Fig.8 . 
C. Illumination calculation based on GPU
In traditional rendering pipeline, the Blinn-Phong model is used as default rendering model. But the grass has special visual characteristic, and it is better for using special illumination model when rendering grassland. At present, GPU has programmable ability [16] [17] . We can implement the special illumination model in fragment shader with GPU programming.
Kajiya/Banks adopted an illumination model for hair rendering. Lengver [5] and Yang [6] both adopted this model and obtained excellent rendering result. As grass blade is similar to the hair fiber, we also use this illumination model. This illumination model is expressed as Eq. (2).
T is the tangent of grass blade. L is the light direction. H is the Bisecting between light direction and sight line ka, kd and ks are the reflection ratio of environment light, diffuse light and specular light. pd and ps represent the index number of diffuse light and specular color. C grass is the color of grass. The tangent T can be calculated when generating the volume data and recorded in multilayer tangent textures. Thus, when rendering, each slice will be mapped by two textures, that are tangent texture and color texture, and the color of each fragment will be calculated in fragment shader according to Eq. (2).
III. DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF GRASSLAND
In our method, the grassland is represented as multilayer slices as a whole, and we can't control the posture of each blade. In this situation, we simulate the dynamic grassland by shifting the multi-layer slices. Every vertex of multi-layer slice is shifted according to a special curve track, hence controlling the bending of grass. Fig.9 shows the bending grass simulation by shifting each layer. 
A. Curve
We use Bakay's method [18] to compute the bend of grass. In Bakay's method, a leave is expressed as a polyline, and when power of wind has an effect on the polyline, the offset of each slice can be calculated in Eq.
(3) N is total number of polyline, i is current polyline index. S is the length of every polyline. I is the power of wind. The direction of polyline shifting is the direction of wind. W i is the offset in horizontal direction. H i is the offset in vertical direction. With the increase of i, the offset in horizontal direction is increased, the offset in vertical direction is decreased. In implementing, we divide the w i in Eq. (3) to x wi and z wi , representing the offset in x and z direction respectively. H i in Eq. (3) is the offset in y direction. Then we get Eq.
θ is the rotation angle relative to x axial in horizontal direction. The final dynamic simulation of grassland is shown in Fig.10 . 
B. Simulation of dynamic grassland based on GPU
In the dynamic simulation of grassland, we use Bakay's method to calculate vertex offset, but we use different implementation process. In Bakay's method, it uses the vertex shader to calculate the offset for each grass vertex, and all the cumulative calculation in Eq. (3) will be executed repeatedly in vertex shader. Because of the repeatedly cumulative calculation, the efficiency is not very high. To avoiding the repeat calculation, we store the offset of each layer as a texture in the fragment shader, and when calculating the offset of next layer, the middle value can be achieved from the offset texture and the cumulative calculation can be avoided.
We use MRT(multiple rendering targets) technology to make it true that rendering the grass and storing the texture are completed in the same time. We can calculate the offset of the next layer with the preparation T ex shif t .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Using this method, we can achieve real-time dynamic simulation of realistic grass. The system is implemented on VS2010 platform. We use OpenGL to carry out related experiments on PC. What's more, cg as shader language is used to implement Illumination calculation. Fig.11 shows several rendering results of grassland.
TABLE.I presents a comparison in performance between our method and the traditional CPU method. The experimental configuration is: Intel Core i5 CPU, 2G memory, ATI Mobility Radeon HD 5650 graphics card, 1G memory. In the experiment, the static grass is consisted of 32-layer textures. Grass texture is 88*88 pixels and the size of rendering image is 1024*768 pixels.
In the traditional calculation, the calculation of the grassland offset is carried out in CPU. The CPU will calculate the offset location of each vertex in texture layer first. Then the data is transferred into GPU for rendering. In our method, we take full advantage of the programmability of the GPU and use the vertex shader and fragment shader to calculate the offset. Computing in GPU has higher efficiency than in CPU as GPU has the parallel computing pipeline. In addition, this manner also eliminates the data transfer from CPU to GPU, improving Figure 11 . Dynamic simulation of grassland in three different terrains the performance further. We adopted two kinds of terrain model. One is flat terrain with 25 planes. The other is terrain model with 1866 planes. In the two kinds of terrain model, each of them generates grass with a number of 12600. Experimental data in table 1 shows that the speed of simulation with our method is higher about 60-80 times than the traditional methods. An advantage of our method is that the grass number has less impact on the efficiency. We use texture slices to simulate the whole grassland instead of simulating the grass blade one by one. In this way, the number of leaf only relates to the density of grass and the grid area of grassland. The grass density in texture has nothing to do with the rendering efficiency. The increasing of terrain mesh area can affect the efficiency as it increases the geometry, however, the affection is not so much. As shown in TABLE.II, Terrain2 is generated by repeating Terrain 1 ten times. So the number of leaf increases ten times. However the simulation efficiency is reduced only 2 times. So, our method is particularly suitable for the simulation of a large area of grassland. In the dynamic simulation of grassland, we use Bakay's method to calculate vertex offset, but we use different implementation process. In Bakay's method, it uses the vertex shader to calculate the offset for each grass vertex, and all the cumulative calculation in formula 3 will be executed repeatedly in vertex shader. Because of the repeatedly cumulative calculation, the efficiency is not very high. To avoiding the repeat calculation, we store the offset of each layer as a texture in the fragment shader, and when calculating the offset of next layer, the middle value can be achieved from the offset texture and the cumulative calculation can be avoided. Compared with Bakay's method, the rendering efficiency of our method is greatly improved, as listed in TABLE.III. V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we put forward a method to render grassland in real-time by using layered textures. Based on the method, we use programmable features of the GPU to achieve rapid calculation of the dynamic grass. Finally, we get real-time simulation efficiency and better simulation effect.
The method is very suitable for the mid and far viewpoint observation. But the close observation of grassland still needs to be improved. Also we need to add grass self shadows, inter-reflection and other effects to enhance the realism of grass. In addition, the dynamic effect of grassland by using this method is simple. We achieve the simulation of grass falling over by wind, and the simulation of dynamic collision between grassland with external objects can be considered.
